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Overview

In the month of June, bullion counter traded on 

negative path as stronger greenback coupled with 

hawkish statement from fed members and easing of 

tensions in US and North Korea kept the sentiment 

downbeat. Trade war between US and China failed to 

generate safe haven demand in bullion counter. 

Tensions between the U.S. and China continue, as the 

two largest economies in the world faced a tit-for-tat 

over trade tariffs. Overall gold traded in range of 

30356-31424 in MCX and $1246.90-1310.80 in 

COMEX. Silver traded in range of $15.96-17.36 in 

COMEX and 38970-41698 in MCX. According to 

Federal Reserve chairman Jerome Powell “The US 

jobs market does not appear overly tight and the 

Federal Reserve should continue with a gradual pace 

of interest rate rises amid a strong economy to balance 

its employment and inflation goals.” He also stated 

that concerns about US trade policy are increasing 

among business officials who are beginning to hold off 

on hiring and investment decisions given the level of 

uncertainty. The United States and South Korea have 

agreed to suspend a joint military exercise scheduled 

for August, South Korean and US officials stated, 

following Trump's pledge to end "war games" after his 

summit with North Korean leader Kim Jong Un earlier 

last month. Russia produced 51.6 tonnes of gold in the 

first three months of 2018, up from 50.9 tonnes in the 

same period in 2017.

Outlook

In the month of July, bullions may remain under 

pressure but short covering at lower levels cannot be 

denied. Firm dollar index and fear of gradual hike in 

interest rates in US as indicated by Fed Chairman 

Powell kept the prices under pressure. Recently weaker 

local currency rupee has capped the downside on 

domestic bourses which has breached to all time low of 

69.09 against the dollar as it has plunged nearly 8 per 

cent in this year so far. Gold witnessed its worst monthly 

performance since November 2016 in COMEX last 

month. The US economy slowed more than previously 

estimated in the first quarter amid the weakest 

consumer spending in nearly five years, but growth B
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appears to have since regained momentum on the back of 

a robust labor market and tax cuts. Atlantic Federal 

Reserve President Raphael Bostic stated that the Fed was 

worried about  U.S.  economy overheating but 

acknowledged that U.S. economic expansion has been 

steady.US President Donald Trump last week stated that 

he will use a strengthened national security review 

process to thwart Chinese acquisitions of sensitive 

American technologies, a softer approach than imposing 

China-specific investment restrictions. China's net gold 

imports via main conduit Hong Kong surged 50 per cent 

in May from the previous month. 

Gold and silver after witnessing steep selling 

pressure last month can witness some short 

covering due to increased global trade war 

concerns. Gold can take support near 30000 

while its upside may be capped near 31800 .Silver 

can take support near 38800 while it can face 

resistance near 41500.

Key News

China Gold demand

Fuelled by an expanding economy and rising wealth, 

China's gold jewellery demand has boomed since the 

early 2000s. China's gold jewellery demand more than 

tripled over the past 15 years as the economy expanded 

and individual wealth grew. It is now the largest gold 

jewellery market in the world, accounting for 30% of 

global demand.
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ECB trimmed bond purchases

ECB in its policy statement held rates unchanged but 

decided to trim its bond purchase program from 

existing €30billion to €15billion starting October to 

December. The central bank will shut its bond purchase 

program by end of this year but hinted that rate hike is 

still distant. Adding a surprisingly dovish tone to the 

decision, ECB President emphasized that uncertainty 

and risks were increasing, comments taken to indicate 

that risks were skewed towards a later hike, rather than 

an earlier move. The ECB downgraded its euro zone 

growth forecast for this year to 2.1% from 2.4% 

previously, while upgrading its inflation forecast to 1.7% 

from 1.4%, largely as a result of rising oil prices.

Fed hiked interest rates in June meeting

At its June 12-13 meeting, the Federal Open Market 

Committee hiked its target overnight funds rate 0.25 

points to a range of 1.75 percent to 2 percent. At the 

same time, it raised the interest on excess reserves 0.2 

points to 1.95 percent.

In addition to approving the rate hike, the FOMC got 

more aggressive with its forecast, indicating two more 

increases in 2018 and at least three in 2019.

US and North Korea tensions

According to President Donald Trump’s top foreign 

policy North Korea doesn’t have a deadline for giving up 

its nuclear bombs and missiles. It’s a massive shift in the 

Trump administration’s ever-changing stance toward 

North Korea. In April, the administration said Trump 

wanted a “big bang” concession from North Korea, 

meaning Pyongyang had to dismantle much of its 

nuclear program up front for negotiations with the 

United States to continue. Earlier last month, Pompeo 

said the US wanted to see the end of North Korea’s 

nuclear program by the end of Trump’s first term in 

2020.

Gold Silver ratio

Analysis: Gold silver ratio recovered from 77 to above 

78.6 in the month of June. Gold silver ratio can hover in 

range of 76-81 in the month of July.

SPDR Gold trust ETF (SPDR Gold shares)

Analysis:  SPDR Gold Shares is one of the top ten largest 

holders of gold in the world. GLD is the largest ETF to 

invest directly in physical gold and has an extremely close 

relationship with spot prices at LBMA .SPDR Gold share 

ETF has been can dip towards $114 in near term.

Source: Reuters and SMC research

Source: Reuters and SMC research
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Corporate Office:

11/6B, Shanti Chamber,

Pusa Road, New Delhi - 110005

Tel: +91-11-30111000

www.smcindiaonline.com

E-mail: smc.care@smcindiaonline.com

SMC Global Securities Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as “SMC”) is regulated by the Securities and Exchange Board of India (“SEBI”) and is licensed to carry on the business of 

broking, depository services and related activities. SMC is a registered member of National Stock Exchange of India Limited, Bombay Stock Exchange Limited, MSEI (Metropolitan 

Stock Exchange of India Ltd.) and M/s SMC Comtrade Ltd is a registered member of National Commodity and Derivative Exchange Limited and Multi Commodity Exchanges of 

India and other commodity exchanges in India. SMC is also registered as a Depository Participant with CDSL and NSDL. SMC’s other associates are registered as Merchant 

Bankers, Portfolio Managers, NBFC with SEBI and Reserve Bank of India. It also has registration with AMFI as a Mutual Fund Distributor. 

SMC is a SEBI registered Research Analyst having registration number INH100001849. SMC or its associates has not been debarred/ suspended by SEBI or any other regulatory 

authority for accessing /dealing in securities/commodities market.

The views expressed by the Research Analyst in this Report are based solely on information available publicly available/internal data/ other reliable sources believed to be true. 

SMC does not represent/ provide any warranty expressly or impliedly to the accuracy, contents or views expressed herein and investors are advised to independently evaluate the 

market conditions/risks involved before making any investment decision. The research analysts who have prepared this Report hereby certify that the views /opinions expressed in 

this Report are their personal independent views/opinions in respect of the subject commodity.

DISCLAMIER: This Research Report is for the personal information of the authorized recipient and doesn't construe to be any investment, legal or taxation advice to the investor. It 
is only for private circulation and use. The Research Report is based upon information that we consider reliable, but we do not represent that it is accurate or complete, and it should 
not be relied upon as such. No action is solicited on the basis of the contents of this Research Report. The Research Report should not be reproduced or redistributed to any other 
person(s)in any form without prior written permission of the SMC. The contents of this material are general and are neither comprehensive nor inclusive. Neither SMC nor any of its 
affiliates, associates, representatives, directors or employees shall be responsible for any loss or damage that may arise to any person due to any action taken on the basis of this 
Research Report. It does not constitute personal recommendations or take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situations or needs of an individual client or a 
corporate/s or any entity/s. All investments involve risk and past performance doesn't guarantee future results. The value of, and income from investments may vary because of the 
changes in the macro and micro factors given at a certain period of time. The person should use his/her own judgment while taking investment decisions. 

Please note that SMC its affiliates, Research Analyst, officers, directors, and employees, including persons involved in the preparation or issuance if this Research Report: (a) from 
time to time, may have long or short positions in, and buy or sell the commodity thereof, mentioned here in or (b) be engaged in any other transaction involving such commodities 
and earn brokerage or other compensation or act as a market maker in the commodities discussed herein(c) may have any other potential conflict of interest with respect to any 
recommendation and related information and opinions. All disputes shall be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of Delhi High court. All disputes shall be subject to the exclusive 
jurisdiction of Delhi High court.
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